THE CLASS OF RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE SUBSETS OF A RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE SET LOUISE HAY
For any set α, let ΘA a denote the index set of the class of all recursively enumerable (r. e.) subsets of a (i.e., if {TFaJa^o is a standard enumeration of all r.e. sets, ΘA a{x I W x c a}.) The purpose of this paper is to examine the possible Turing degrees of the sets θA a when a is r.e. It is proved that if b is any nonrecursive r.e. degree, the Turing degrees of sets ΘA a for a r.e., a e b, are exactly the degrees c > 0' such that e is r.e. in b.
Index sets of form ΘA a appear to have useful properties in the study of the partial ordering of all index sets under one-to-one reducibility. For instance, in the case where a is a nonrecursive incomplete r.e. set, the index set ΘA a was used in [1] to provide an example of an index set which is neither r.e. nor productive. In [2] it is shown that if the Turing degree of a is not ^0', then the set ΘA a is at the bottom of c discrete ω-sequences of index sets (i.e., linearly ordered chains of index sets such that no index sets are intermediate between the elements of the chain.) In particular, such a set ΘA a has at least two nonisomorphic immediate successors in the partial ordering of index sets.
It is natural to ask: What relation, if any, exists between the Turing degree of a and that of ΘA a Ί In the case where a is co-r.e., it is easy to see that neither degree determines the other, since θA a is r.e. and hence has degree 0 or 0' (by Rice's theorem [5] ), independently of the degree of a; while both 0 and 0' contain sets θA a for αeO. In this paper it is shown that when a is r.e., the situation is similar, though more complicated. It was shown in [3, Theorem 1] that if β is a complete r.e. set, then θA β is a complete Π\ set. On the other hand, C. G. Jockush, Jr. has constructed an example (unpublished) of an effectively simple set 7 such that ΘA T has degree 0'. Since β and 7 both have degree 0' [4] , this shows that when a is r.e., the degree of a need not determine that of ΘA a . The main result of this paper shows that these examples are extremal cases of the fact that when a is r.e., the degree of θA a can take on all possible values within certain obvious restrictions. More precisely, we prove the following:
THEOREM. Let b be a nonrecursive r.e. degree. Let 167 168 LOUISE HAŶ = {c I (la) (aeb and θA a e c}, 6 2 = {c I (la) (α is r.e. and aeb and ΘA a e c}, 63 = {c I c ;> 0' αwd c is r e. i τ& δ}. Then ^ = ^2 = ^3.
Proof. Clearly ^2 c ^.
It is thus sufficient to prove that 1 c ^3: Assume αe6 and #A Λ e c. Since ΈK a = {a?| W x f)aΦ 0}, #A" is r.e. in α so c is r.e. in 6. Since b > 0, a Φ 0 or N, so ^A α is a nontrivial index set which, by the proof of Rice's theorem [5, implies K S τ ΘA a (where K denotes the complete r.e. set). So c^ 0'. Since c was arbitrary, this shows & x c ^.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving that ^ c ^. We assume that c ^ 0', c r.e. in 6, and describe the construction of an r.e. set a such that aeb and θA a e c.
Preliminaries•
The notation is that of [5] . Given β r.e., nonrecursive, and 7 r.e. in β, 0' ^ Γ τ, we require an r.e. set a such that a = τ β and ΘA a = Γ 7. We attempt to achieve this as follows: (a) to get β ^ τ a, we "code" β into α; (b) to get a ^ Γ /S, we arrange that an odd integer y is put into a only when some x ^ y has just appeared in β. (The idea here is similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2 of [7] .); (c) to get 7 ^ τ ΘA a 9 we define a sequence {S e } eδ0 of r.e. sets such that the index of S e is recursive in θA a and ee7^->S e {~)a^ 0; (d) to get ΘA a ^ Γ 7, we try to "preserve" nonempty intersections W e f] a whenever they occur during the construction.
These requirements evidently conflict, and priorities must be assigned, in the manner of [6] .
The fact that 7 is r.e. in β will be used in the following way: Let {Diji^Q be the canonical indexing of finite sets; <#, y) is a standard recursive pairing function with recursive inverses π 19 π 2 , and <a?, y, u, v} = <«aj, y} 9 Then V is an r.e. set, whose index can be uniformly computed from x; so there is a recursive function / such that V = W f{x) , and x£Ύ < > (lu) (3^) ((u, v) By the construction, yl'> yl'~ι implies yl'£a s ,. Now assume yea s , and consider the least £ such that y e a t . Clearly s' < ί g s, ye ΈZ 1 and ί = 1 (mod 3). Now y = yl > 0 is odd, so y&E t Ucίt-i So yea t implies yeθ t . By Lemma 3(d), yl = 7/Γ and s' ^ ί -1 < t ^ s implies yl~ι = yl = y.
But by the construction, y = yl~ι e O έ implies 2/* = 0 Φ y r which is a contradiction. So y e oc s .
(b) Assume yl > 0 and e' ^ e. Clearly if yl = 0 then yl, Φ yl; so assume yl, > 0. Consider the least s' such that ?/* = τ/Γ and the least V such that yl = yl',. Then s' = f Ξ 0 (mod 3), ee F s , and e' eF t ,. If s' < V then τ/f e C^, so by the construction,
If s r > ί', then i/j: e C s ,, so ^ -#' > yl', = yl. If s' = t\ then e, e' e F s ., β = Ai, e' = Aj for i Φ j. If e < e' then i < j and yl = yl' e {y' k \ \i < 3} while yl, = 2/:: > max {#£'. | i < i}, so yl, > yl. By symmetry, if e' < e then yl > T/^. Thus in any case, e Φ e f implies yl Φ yl,. Then τ(x) is defined for all x, and τ(x) is evidently recursive in β. Proof. By the construction, if y is odd then yea < > (3ί) (ί Ξ 1 (mod 3) and y e O t ) < > (3ί) (3β) egί (t=l (mod 3) and 7/ = yl" 1 and β* Φ 0) By Lemma 6, such a £ can be bounded by τ(y) + 3, which proves the lemma. (->). Assume ee /9, and let £ = 1 (mod 3) be so large that t ^ e and e e β\ Now by the definition of g, D g{e) has β + 1 elements, while {zl~ι Iΐ < e] has at most e elements. . Suppose (3ί) (ί > s and z Φ zΐ) and let t be least. Then t > s and z = 2Γ 1 ^ ^e Then by Lemma 8(a), since z\~l = « > 0 this implies 2G«, which contradicts (a). So (Vί) (f > s -> z = O (c) Suppose 2 is permanently restrained by e. Then 2 = z\ for some s, and by (b), z = z\ for all t > s. If 2' is permanently restrained by e, then z' -z\ for cofinitely many t. Then in particular z' = 2* for some ί > s, which implies 2' = 2.
(d) Assume 2 = z\ and 2 e a. Since 0 e α it follows that 2 > 0. Suppose that (3ί) (t > s and 2 Φ zΐ) and let ί be least. Then 0 < 2 = sΓ" 1 ^ ^ Then by Lemma 8 (a), 2 = zl^ea, contrary to hypothesis. So (Vί) (ί > β -> 2 = zΐ), i.e., 2 = lim s z\ and 2 is permanently restrained by e.
LEMMA 18.
For all e and 2, But 8" ^ s' > t also implies e < s" and jD ff2(a ., Π /3 s " 9^0. So by the construction y = 2/f'" 1 e O s ,, and τ/f' = O Φ y, which is a contradiction. So eey.
(-•) Assume eey. Then by Lemma 1, (lx) .
Choose t Ξ> s', max Kz sfe). which by Lemma 8(a) implies z\ -0, which contradicts the assump-tion since s > t. It follows that y = lim s z\ so that y e W e is permanently restrained by e. So (a) holds.
Case 2. (3s) (s ^ t and z\ = 0). Let ί' -1 be any such s; so V > t and zΓ 1 = 0. If V =£ 2(mod 3) then by the construction zΐ = 0 also, so we may as well assume V = 2 (mod 3). Since V -1 ^ ί ^ s' we have z e TF β *' Π α^. We consider several subcases.
) and (Vα?) x< , (2 = 2x -+ e β > e). Now since f > t > max K2 s(#) it follows that no y < 2 is in Wy Π ^7. So z is the least z satisfying the requirements of the construction for choosing a new value of zΐ when V = 2 (mod 3). So z = ^Γ Since by hypothesis zea, this implies by Lemma 17(d) that z is permanently restrained by e. So (a) holds. If e x e β, then (c) holds with i = e x . Now assume e x e β. Then e x e β s for some s; let s" be the least such s. Choose t" so large that t" > max {8", t\ e x } and ί" = 1 (mod 3). Suppose that (Vί) ί<eχ (2 =£ ^Γ" 1 ). Then since e β ^ ί" and e β e β s " a β v \ if follows that z e E v , c α, which contradicts the hypothesis that zea.
So 2 = zΓ" 1 for some i < e x . But then it again follows by Lemma 17(d) that z is permanently restrained by i < e x ^ e, and (a) holds.
This completes the proof of the lemma. Proof. We show how to decide for each e whether W e c a, recursively in 7. By Lemma 18, there is a function z(i) recursive in 0' such that z is permanently restrained by i if and only if z = z(ΐ) > 0 . Clearly y e R e , so it suffices to show y $ T e . Suppose y is permanently restrained by some i < e. Then y = z\ for cofinitely many s. But ^/ = lim s y\ implies y = y\ for coίinitely many s; while by Lemma 14, 0 < y = z\ implies y Φ y\ for all s, which is a contradiction. So y e R e Π ά Π f β .
(<-) Assume R e Π δ Π f β Φ 0, and let 7/ be the least element of R e Π α n T e . Now ?/ 6 i2 e implies 0 < y = y\ for some t. Since yea it suffices by Lemma 19 to show y = lim s y 8 e . Suppose not; then for some s > t, y\ Φ y\ = y; and if s is least, 0 < y = T/Γ 1 ^ 2/ί Then by Lemma 3(b) , either y e O s a a s or y = zl for some ί < e But 7/ G α s contradicts the hypothesis that yea; while 0 < y = zj for i < β
